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ABSTRACT 
We present an approach to developing a fuzzy logic controller, in the sense of its rule 
base, in case of a very limited set of available information (testimonies). We assume the 
testimonies--coming from the process operators' experience, operator's manuals, 
etc.--are sparse in that they cover only a fraction of the possible combinations of values 
of the antecedents. Motivated by the stabilization type control assumed, we start with the 
derivation of a minimal rule set covering what to do when the input variables are 
"above" and "below" O, a stable point, with no action required if they are "about '" O. 
This rule set is derived either directly, if the testimonies available are sufficient, or by 
using extrapolative~interpolative reasoning otherwise. Then, such reasoning is used to 
derive the complete rule set covering all (relevant) combinations of standard fuzzy 
values of the input variables. The so-called Mamdani architecture is basically assumed, 
and the firing strengths of the rules are modified to take account of the "trickery" 
(extrapolative~interpolative reasoning) used to overcome the sparseness of the set of 
testimonies. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper concerns the so-called Mamdani's architecture ([14; see also, 
e.g., [1] or [17]) of fuzzy logic control (cf. [16] for a different architecture). 
We assume for simplicity, which does not however limit the generality of 
discussion, that we have a two input, one output fuzzy controller. The 
inputs are assumed to be, first, a fuzzy value of the state (which is assumed 
for simplicity to be the output of the process controlled), denoted by x, 
and second, a fuzzy value of the temporal change of x, denoted by A x. The 
output of the fuzzy controller is a fuzzy value of the temporal change of 
control, denoted by Au. The fuzzification of the controller's inputs and the 
defuzzification of its output must then be performed. 
The rule base of the fuzzy controller contains IF-THEN rules of the 
following type: 
ri: IFx=AiANDAX-~BiTHENAu=Ci, i= l , . . . ,K ,  (1) 
to be interpreted as follows: according to rule ri, if the (fuzzy) value of the 
state x is A i ~- Sx, where Sx is the set of possible standard fuzzy values of 
x, and the (fuzzy) value of the change of state, Ax, is B i ~ Sax, where SAx 
is the set of possible standard fuzzy values of Ax, then the fuzzy value of 
the change of control, Au, should be Ci ~ Sau, where Sau is the set of 
possible standard fuzzy values of Au. 
A simple example of such a rule might be 
IF pressure rror = NS AND change of pressure rror = PB 
THEN heat change = PB, (2) 
where NS (negative small) and PB (positive big) are some standard 
linguistic values equated with fuzzy sets. Usually, and in this paper, these 
standard fuzzy sets are defined in some normalized universes of discourse 
as, say, [ -1 ,  1] to avoid context dependency and to make it possible to 
define all values in a uniform way, which is a prerequisite for easy 
manipulation. 
Normally, and here as well, from 5 to 9 (Miller's magic number 7 + 2) 
standard values are assumed as, e.g., 
NB = negative big, 
NS = negative small, 
Z = zero, 
PS = positive small, 
PB = positive big, 
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and one can further subdivide these values for better discrimination, if
needed. 
The number of standard values evidently depends on the problem's 
specifics and available knowledge, and will not be explicitly considered in 
this paper. Moreover, we will not consider how real fuzzy values (i.e. 
defined in real universes of discourse as, e.g., [0°C, 200°C] in the case of 
temperature) are transformed into the ones defined in [ -  1, 1]. 
Now, if the (nonfuzzy) inputs to the controller are x and Ax [notice that 
they are denoted analogously to the fuzzy inputs in the controller's rule 
base (1), which should not however lead to errors], then the firing strength 
of rule i is taken to be 
r i = tZAi(X) A /xB,(Ax), i = 1 . . . .  , K, (3) 
and the fuzzy output inferred by rule i is 
/*F,(Au) = r i A /~c~(Au), i = 1 .. . .  , K. (4) 
Then, the output fuzzy sets inferred by rules 1,.. . ,  K are aggregated into 
an overall fuzzy output of the fuzzy controller 
K K 
~d'F(AU) = V Id'Fi (Au) = V ['Ti /~ ~I'£ci(ALd) ] , (5) 
i=1 i=1 
and A and v may be replaced by, e.g., a t-form and an s-norm. 
Finally, the nonfuzzy output Au* to be generated by the fuzzy controller 
and applied to the process is derived by some defuzzification of the fuzzy 
output F denoted by 
Au* = DEFUZZ(/ze(AU)), (6) 
and one can use, e.g., the method of the center of gravity, mean of 
maxima, etc. 
It can easily be noticed that to be able to obtain significant results using 
this architecture, the rule set should be dense in the sense that A i, B i, and 
Ci should overlap to a sufficient extent (cf. Figure 1) that /xA,(x) and 
/xB,(Ax) in (3) will be high enough, and hence ~c,(Au) in (4) will also be 
sufficiently high; a low value would clearly indicate an unreliable result of 
inference. 
Unfortunately, very often pieces of information used to devise the rule 
base of the fuzzy controller (1), to be generally called testimonies in this 
paper, (e.g., experts' testimonies expressing their experience, information 
from operator's instructions and manuals, etc.), are sparse in the sense that 
they provide very fragmented and incomplete knowledge of relations 
between the values of x, Ax, and Au. Such a sparse set of testimonies 
evidently cannot provide the dense rule set required in any direct way. 
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However, in many practical cases one needs to start developing a fuzzy 
controller in spite of the unavailability of a dense set of testimonies, 
hoping that, e.g., new testimonies may become available, additional knowl- 
edge will be accumulated during the first control runs, some trickery will 
help overcome the scarcity of evidence, etc. In this paper we consider an 
approach to the derivation of a rule set from a sparse set of testimonies, 
and to dealing with the resulting sparse rule set of the fuzzy controller. 
First, we assume that the testimonies available--mainly due to their 
sparseness--do not provide even an explicit indication as to how many 
standard fuzzy values should be adopted. One should therefore predefine 
some reasonable number of them, e.g., from experience gained in other 
projects, intuition, etc., and then, eventually, change it if necessary. Sec- 
ond, we assume that the testimonies are highly incomplete and fragmented 
and do not provide even the minimum necessary information as, say, what 
to do (what Au to apply) when x and/or  Ax are "under" and "above" a 
"stable" point corresponding to 0 in [ -1 ,  1]. Since a stabilization type 
control will be assumed here, it is natural that in case of both x and Ax 
being "about" 0, Au "about" 0 should be applied, i.e., no action is 
required; this may be viewed as a "default" testimony. 
In such a case the rule set derived directly from such sparse testimonies 
should be somehow enhanced (to cover at least the above elementary 
requirements), and for this purpose an interpolative and/or  extrapolative 
reasoning scheme will be used. All this will result in a "complete" rule set 
covering more (hopefully all in the end) relevant cases, i.e. all possible 
standard fuzzy values of x and Ax. 
As a result, due to the sparseness of the original rule set, and the 
trickery needed to overcome it, the inference scheme (5) should evidently 
be modified to 
/xr~(Au) = ~'* A /Xc~(Au), i = 1 . . . . .  K, (7) 
by modifying the firing strength ~'i to ~-*. 
2. DERIVATION OF CONTROL RULES FROM A SPARSE SET 
OF TESTIMONIES 
We assume for simplicity, but without loss of generality, that the fuzzy 
control rules are of the "two premises, one consequent" ype given by (1), 
i . e . ,  ri: IF x = A i AND Ax = B i THEN Au = C i, i = 1 . . . . .  K. All the fuzzy 
sets  Ai, Bi, and Ci, i = 1, . . . ,  K, are assumed to be defined in [ -1 ,  1], 
which seems to be a proper choice for two reasons. First, many applica- 
tions of fuzzy control concern some stabilization type processes, assumed 
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also here, and [ - 1, 1] may be related to oscillations around 0 correspond- 
ing to a stable point. Second, each universe of discourse of x, Ax, and Au 
can easily be transformed into [ - 1, 1] to avoid context dependency. 
As is customary in fuzzy control, the variables x, Ax, and Au are 
assumed to take on some standard fuzzy values in [ - l, 1] equated with the 
triangular (or trapezoid) fuzzy numbers in [ -1 ,  1] of the type shown in 
Figure 1, which are equated with the standard linguistic values NB (nega- 
tive big) . . . . .  Z (zero) . . . . .  PB (positive big) shown in Section 1. For conve- 
nience of our further discussion, in Figure 1 the standard fuzzy values, 
whose number is assumed to be five, are denoted by ~zT -2, A-1, A 0, A 1, 
A:, which are equivalent o NB, NS, Z, PS, PB; and similarly for seven, 
nine, etc. standard values. 
The choice of the number and shape of these standard values depends 
on a particular case, and is mainly motivated by what would be (in the 
particular control problem) the required discrimination of the fuzzy values 
of x, Ax, and Au. Needless to say, the number of standard values for each 
of them is not necessarily the same. 
A sparse set of testimonies is assumed that may not provide explicit or 
implicit indications as to the above required numbers of standard fuzzy 
values. We assume that these numbers are chosen in advance by the 
analyst, based on, e.g., his experience with similar problems, intuition, etc. 
Then, while tuning the fuzzy controller, these values may be changed if 
necessary. 
We assume triangular (trapezoid) fuzzy numbers which, for significant 
results of inference, overlap to some degree (cf. Figure 1). The sets of 
standard fuzzy values are: 
• for x: S~ = {~/~-v, 2z~-v+l . . . . .  -/1-1, A°, A1 . . . . .  ~z~,-1,/~,}; 
• for Ax: Sax = {~-w,~-w+l , . . . ,~- l ,~O,~l , . . . ,~w- l ,~w};  
• for  mu: SAu = {C-Y ,C  -y+I  . . . . .  ~-1 ,~0,~1 . . . .  , cy - l , fy} .  
where the numbers of standard fuzzy values for x, Ax, and Au are 
evidently 2v + 1, 2w + 1, and 2y + 1, respectively. Thus, to cover all 
possible combinations of x and Ax, i.e. to explicitly specify what the fuzzy 
controller should do in all the cases considered, the complete rule set 
PB) 
( , , , ,. , , ,. , , , , > 
0 j -1 1 x 
Figure 1. An example of five standard fuzzy values. 
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should be 
r i: IVx ---A~ AND AX ----- ni THEN Art = C--/, 
i = 1 . . . .  , M = (2v + 1)(2w + 1)(2y + 1). (8) 
In order to directly obtain the complete rule set, we need (at least) 
M = (2v + 1)(2w + 1)(2y + 1) different estimonies covering all possible 
cases. This is in our terminology a dense set o f  testimonies. We assume 
however that only a sparse set o f  testimonies is available that may directly 
lead to a sparse rule set 
ri: IF x =A~ AND Ax = Bi THEN Au = C--/, 
i = 1 , . . . ,m ~ (2v + 1)(2w + 1)(2y + 1), (9) 
which covers only a small number (m .~ M) of possible combinations of 
the values of x and Ax. 
The first problem is how many combinations of the standard values of x 
and Ax should be covered by the sparse rule set to make the analysis 
significant. A plausible line of reasoning may be as follows. Since we are 
concerned with some stabilization type control, we should know at least 
what to do if x and Ax are "above" 0, "below" 0, and "around" 0. These 
values may be denoted for convenience as A+~ {A1, A 2 . . . .  }, B+~ 
{B1, ~2, . . .} ,  tT -E  {~T -1, ~T-2,...}, B -~ {~-1, ~-2  . . . .  }, z~, and ~0. The 
minimal rule set should therefore contain, from the above point of view, 
the following nine rules: 
r i : IF X = z~ AND A x = ni THEN 
Au = Ci, A i ~ {A- ,A  ° ,A-},ANDBi  ~{B- ,~° ,B+},  (10) 
which, in fact, amount o only eight rules, since it is reasonable to assume 
that for x = z~ and Ax = ~0, i.e., for both of them being "about" 0, Au 
should also be "about" 0 (a default estimony). 
Notice that this minimal rule set is not meant in the sense of a minimal 
set of rules that are necessary for "good" control (cf. [15]). 
One can well imagine a situation that the set of testimonies available is 
too sparse in that it does not even lead to the above-mentioned minimal 
eight rule set; this may be the case in many real applications. Basically, 
taking into account hat the case x = iT o and Ax = ~0 is not relevant, it 
may occur that we do not even know what to do in any of the eight cases 
when x ~ {,zT -1, z~} and Ax ~ {~-l ,  ~1}, i.e. when x and Ax are "below" 
and "above" 0. In such a case we would use extrapolative/interpolative 
reasoning to derive the lacking control rule(s) as discussed in Section 3. 
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Notice that the nine rules of the type (10) are the minimum requirement 
from our point of view, but they may well be insufficient for proper 
control, i.e., may be not discriminating enough. This issue will be discussed 
later. 
Though the rule set (10) is what would be minimally required, the 
(excessively sparse) set of testimonies available may not directly provide it, 
and this issue will be dealt with below. 
By a tes t imony we mean here any piece of information concerning a
relation between x, Ax, and Au that can be: 
• elicited from an experience operator, as is common in fuzzy control, 
• found in operator's manuals, instructions, etc. that are normally sup- 
plied for a particular process by, say, a manufacturer of the process 
installation, 
• found in textbooks, manuals, etc. discussing the control of the consid- 
ered (or similar) process. 
In principle, samples of input-output data may also serve this purpose, 
though such a case is beyond our scope. 
The form of testimonies may be very different. First, one commonly 
encounters linguistic terms like "high," "low," etc. Second, to many people 
uncertainty and/or  imprecision is traditionally equivalent to the specifica- 
tion of a value interval, and this is also the case for many written sources. 
Third, in some cases although crisp numbers are given, it is tacitly assumed 
that they have an imprecise sense, i.e. are fuzzy numbers in fact. In 
general, all such testimonies will be represented here by trapezoidal fuzzy 
numbers, which are equated with quadruples a = (a, a- ,  a +, ~). This is 
evidently a general representation as, for instance: 
• if a = a -= a+= ~, then we have a crisp (real) number a, 
• if a < a-  = a + < ~, then we have a triangular fuzzy number, 
• if a = a -< a += ~, then we have a real interval [a, ~], etc. 
Suppose therefore that we have a set of 1 testimonies: 
t 1" IF x = a 1 AND Ax  = b 1 THEN Au = C l ,  
(11) 
tt: IF X = a l AND Ax  = b I THEN AU = e l ,  
where a 1 . . . .  , a l ,  b 1 . . . . .  b t, c a . . . . .  c t are some trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. 
Notice that since we assumed nine (eight, in fact) rules as a minimum 
requirement for the minimal rule set (10), then 1 > 8. However, it is clear 
that eight testimonies need not yield eight rules, as these testimonies may 
only cover some specific ranges of values of x and Ax. In such a case one 
should derive from the testimonies available as many rules as possible, and 
then resort to interpolative and/or  extrapolative reasoning to derive the 
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remaining rules (out of the eight needed). On the other hand, the number 
of testimonies, l  may evidently be larger than 8 (or than the number of all 
possible combinations of the standard fuzzy values of x and Ax,  i.e. SxSax), 
and this obviously need not mean that these testimonies cover all the cases 
in the minimal rule set (or all the possible combinations of the standard 
fuzzy values of x and Ax, i.e. SxSax), as only specific values of x and Ax 
may be covered by the testimonies. 
Let us now proceed to the derivation of a rule set from the testimonies 
available (11), i.e. ti: IF x = ai AND Ax = b i THEN AU = Ci, i = 1 . . . .  ,1, and 
the minimal rule set [in the sense of the rule set (10)], i.e_ ri: IF x = ~z~ AND 
Ax = ni THEN AU ----- C - - / fo r  all .~ ~ {A-, A °, A-} and B i ~ {B-, ~0, B+}. 
We define now a degree of  compatibility of the testimony t i and rule rj as 
= min(comp(a i , _~. ) , comp(b i ,B~)  ), (12) comp(t i ,  rj) 
where comp(ai, z~.) and comp(bi, Bj) are degrees of compatibility (say, 
equality) of the respective two fuzzy sets (trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, in 
general). Among many possible definitions, various distances between two 
fuzzy sets may well serve this purpose [in fact, 1 - d(.,. )], and they can 
easily be found in virtually all books (e.g. [4]). Evidently, "min" may be 
replaced by, e.g., a t-norm. 
Now, for each testimony 
I i • IF x = a i AND Ax  = b i THEN AU = ci, i -= 1 . . . . .  1, (13) 
we look for the "closest" rule 
rj*: IF x = A~ AND AX = nj* THEN Au = C7,  (14) 
i.e., for such a pair (AT,  B'~ ), A~-7 ~ Sx, B'~ ~ Sax, that 
min(comp(a i , A~ ), comp(b i, Bj* )) 
= max (min(comp(a i , ,~) ,complb i ,B i ) ) .  (15) 
(A j, Bj): Aj~Sx, BjESAx 
We obtain therefore the rule r 7 with its corresponding degree of compati- 
bility (with the testimonies available) 
c 7 = min(comp(a i , ,4 ; ) , comp(b i , '7 )  ). (16) 
By completing this process for i = 1 . . . . .  l we obtain the compatibility- 
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degree-augmented rule set 
r~: IF X = ~Tkl AND Ax = Bkl THEN AU = Ckl(Ckl), 
(17) 
Fro*: I FX  =Akin  AND AX =-bkr  n THEN An = CZm(Ckm) ,
and, evidently, only rules with ckl . . . . .  Ckm > 0 (or with sufficiently high 
values) are to be accounted for. In the sequel "*" will be omitted for 
simplicity in the rules of the type (17). 
Now, it is clear that the above process may lead to equivalent rules, i.e. 
with the same antecedents x and Ax but a different consequent Au (with 
its corresponding degree of compatibility Cki). These rules should be 
somehow aggregated, and one of possible approaches i one that is similar 
to the aggregation technique in Mamdani's architecture [cf. (5)]. 
Suppose therefore that we have a subset of equivalent augmented rules 
F/l :  IF X ~- hk i  AND AX = nk i  THEN AN = Ckil(Ckil)  , 
(18) 
riv: IF X = AZi  AND Ax  = nk i  THEN AU = Cki~.(Cki ) , 
i.e., all with the same antecedents /Tki and Bk~. These rules are to be 
aggregated into one augmented rule 
ri: IF X = Ak i  AND Ax  = Bki  THEN Au = Ck i (Ck i ) ,  (19) 
where, traditionally 
Cki = U Cki, (20) 
j= l  .... ,v 
with U the union of fuzzy sets, and its corresponding degree of compatibil- 
ity is 
Cki = max (21) j = 1 . . . . .  v ckij" 
The union may evidently be defined in a different way, and "max" in (21) 
may then be replaced, e.g., by an s-norm. 
Notice that Cki obtained in (20) need not be any standard fuzzy value, so 
that-- in order still to operate within the framework of standard fuzzy 
values--one should find the closest standard fuzzy value t~ki ~ Sau such 
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that 
comp(C.ki,Cki ) = max comp(Cki,fft), (22) 
Cki E S A u 
where comp(.,. ) is a compatibility degree between two fuzzy sets; a 
distance, matching degree, etc. may well serve this purpose too (cf. [3], [13], 
etc.). 
We obtain therefore the source set of augmented rules 
rl: IFx =Akl  AND Ax = ikl  THEN AU = Cka(Ck,), 
(23) 
r~: IFX =X~w A~ax =B~w THZN au = C~w(C~) 
that involve the standard fuzzy values Ak~, Bk~, and t~,  i = 1 . . . .  , w. 
It is quite obvious that, in general, 
I,.J Xk~ c S~ and U Bki c Sag , (24) 
i=1 .. . . .  w i=1 .... ,w 
that is, not all possible combinations of standard fuzzy values of x and Ax 
are covered by the source set of augmented rules (23). And, even worse, 
not all nine minimal requirements of what to do "above," "about," and 
"below" 0 [cf. (11)] are covered. Therefore, we need to enhance the source 
set o f  augmented rules (23) to cover all possible combinations of A i ~ S x 
and B~ ~ Sag to obtain the complete augmented rule set 
rll: IF X = lZ~l  AND AX = n i l  THEN An = C l l (C l l ) ,  
r12: IF X ~--- ~z~12 AND Ax  = n12 THENAU = C12(¢12) ,  
rij: IF X =Zi j  AND Ax  -~ ni j  THEN AU = Ci j (c i j ) ,  
(25) 
rk=_l,ka=_l: IF X =. / fk_ l , ka=_  1 AND AX = B'-'k_l,ka=_ 1 
THEN au = Ckx-~,~,=-l(Ckx-l,k,=-l), 
rkx, k,,: IFX =-T~,k,x ANDaX = /~,~,~ 
THEN AU .~- Ckx ,kax(ck~, kax). 
If some rule(s) is (are) still not available (in spite of all trickery used so 
far on the sparse set of testimonies), it (they) should be determined by 
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using interpolative/extrapolative reasoning to be described in Section 3. 
Notice that we should evidently derive first the minimal set of nine rules 
[cf. (10)], augmented with compatibility degrees, and then try to obtain the 
richer rule set (25). 
We have (or will have using the arguments of Section 3) the complete 
augmented rule set (25), and this set is to be used for determining the 
fuzzy control as in the case of (1)-(7). Namely, if the inputs to the 
controller are x and Ax, then the modified firing strength of the rule rij is 
¥ij = Cij A Tij -~ Cij A [.,L~i(X) A ] .L~j(Ax) = Cij A Tij , (26) 
where i = 1 . . . .  , kx, j = 1 . . . . .  kax, and ~j is given by (3). Then the fuzzy 
output of the controller inferred by the rule rij is 
/ZF, j(AU) = ~j A I~C,j(Au), (27) 
where A = min may be replaced by, say, another t-norm. Then the fuzzy 
output inferred by the (1, 1)st,..., (kx, kax)th rules are aggregated into an 
overall fuzzy output inferred by the fuzzy controller given as 
WF( AU ) = V ~ZF,j( ~XU ) , (28) 
i=1 ..... kx ; j= l  . . . .  ,kax 
and, evidently, v = max may be replaced by, say, another s-norm. Finally, 
the nonfuzzy output of the fuzzy controller to be applied to the process 
under control is 
AU* : DEFUZZ(/ZF(AU)) (29) 
with an appropriate definition of the defuzzification operation as, e.g., the 
center of gravity, mean of maxima, etc. 
3. INTERPOLATIVE AND EXTRAPOLATIVE REASONING IN THE 
DERIVATION OF A FUZZY CONTROLLER 
The approach presented in Section 2 takes as a point of departure the 
complete (augmented) rule set that specifies what to do for any combin- 
ation of standard values of x and Ax (with an additional degree of 
compatibility). However, the testimonies available may not be sufficient for 
the derivation of that rule set. Even worse, they may not be sufficient for 
the derivation of the minimal set of nine rules [cf. (10)]. In both cases we 
have an insufficient set of testimonies, and have to resort to an interpola- 
tive/extrapolative r asoning procedure to derive the missing rules. Basi- 
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cally, this process has two aspects: 
1. First, in the case when not even a minimal set of nine rules (10) is 
available, we assume that, due to the stabilization type of fuzzy 
control considered, we know what to do for x and Ax "about" 0 (i.e. 
Au = 0), and we know what to do for x and Ax "above" or "below" 
0. Then we have to use extrapolative r asoning to find what to do for 
x and Ax "below" and "above" 0, respectively. 
2. If we already have the minimal set of nine rules (10), either already 
available or found using the extrapolative r asoning mentioned above, 
we still need to find what to do for other combinations of x and Ax 
to find the complete (augmented) rule set; in this case we need to use 
both interpolative and extrapolative r asoning on the available rules 
in that set. 
Now we will briefly present he idea of these interpolative/extrapolative 
reasoning schemes. For our next considerations it is convenient to present 
the complete (augmented) rule set as in Figure 2 (to be more specific, for 
five standard fuzzy values of x and Ax whose mean values correspond to 
the nodes of the grid). This is to be understood as saying that for all 
combinations of standard fuzzy values of x and Ax there is some standard 
fuzzy value of Au. The distance between the rules is now defined as some 
distance between their corresponding standard fuzzy values of x and Ax. 
This distance is in fact defined in terms of the mean values of the standard 
fuzzy values equated with the triangular/trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, and 
- - for  simplicity--the distance between the neighboring values is 1. As the 
distance, the Euclidean or any other distance can be used. Using the 
Euclidean distance, the distance between the rules 
ri, j" IF X = Z i  AND A x = n j  THEN A u = Ci ,  j 
and 
rk, l: IF X = Z-- k AND a x = n l  THEN A u = Ck,  l 
AX 
d 
-1 I 1 
B-1 
E21 
Figure 2. Standard fuzzy values of x and Ax. 
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is 
d(ri,j, rk,l) = v/li - kl 2 + Ij - IP z (30) 
if the mean values of the ~z~'s and Bj's are equally spaced as in Figure 2. 
For instance, the Euclidean distance between the rules 
r2, - 1 : IF x ----- z~2 AND A x = B-  1 THEN A u = C2, - 1 
and 
r _ l , l :  I FX  = iT  -1  ANDAx =~1 THEN Au  = C-1 ,1  
is d ( . , - )=  V /~+32 = ~3.6 .  
The extrapolative and interpolative reasoning is based on the same 
general principle. Namely, suppose that we have two rules as before, i.e. 
ri,j: IF X = lz~ AND AX = n j  THEN AU ~- Ci,j 
and 
r~,t: IF X = A-  k AND A x = ~1~ t THEN A u -~ C'-k, l
and wish to determine some additional rule, unavailable so far, that is 
denoted by 
rw, v" IF x = Aw AND A x = Bv THEN A U = Cw,v 
that is, we wish to find t~w, ~ for some fixed x =Aw and Ax = By. If we 
assume that the control system is "well-behaved" (cf. [6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13] for 
more details; see also [2] for information on the slightly related topic of 
gradual rules), then it is reasonable to assume that 
d(r i , j ,  rw,v) d ( f i j ,Cw,v )  
= (31) 
d(r~,~,r<t) d(C~,~,ek,t)  '
where d(.,- ) is a distance (cf. Koczy and Hirota, 1993d), which yields the 
triangular fuzzy number Cw, ~--in fact, its mean value. We also need its 
width, and the same width as assumed for the other standard fuzzy values 
of C-i, j and t~k, l may be assumed (cf. Figure 1), or some specificity-based 
analysis can here be applied as proposed in Kacprzyk [5, 7, 9-11]. 
We have therefore some means for the interpolative reasoning, and a 
similar procedure may be applied for extrapolative reasoning by simply 
assuming that the rule sought is not in between the two known rules but 
"outside" of them. By using the ratio (31) we can determine the mean 
value of the Cw, v. 
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Now, having a general tool for interpolative/extrapolative reasoning, let 
us proceed to the development of the minimal rule set (10), i.e. when we 
do not even know what to do if x and Ax are each "below" and "above" 0 
(for x and Ax equal to "about" 0 we assume Au = 0). For illustration, 
suppose that we know two rules only, i.e. 
ri,j: IF X = ~ AND AX = n j  THEN AU = Ci,j 
and 
r0,0: IF x = A --° AND AX = ~0 THEN AU = 0, 
and they determine what to do if we are "below" 0 (i.e., x and Ax are less 
than 0) and "about" 0. We need to find therefore the remaining three 
rules, i.e. what to do if x and Ax are "below"/"above," "above"/"above," 
and "above"/"below" 0, and also the remaining combinations with either 
one of x and Ax equal to 0. But which rules should be look for? A simple 
practical solution that works well in practice may be as follows. If we 
suppose that the rules denoted by r_l,-2 (i.e. for x and Ax equ__al to ~T -1 
and ~-2, respectively) and r0, 0 (i.e. for x and Ax equal to A ° and ~0, 
respectively) are known, then the rule to be determined will be a "mirror 
image," q,2 (i.e. for x and Ax equal to A 7 and ~2, respectively). Then, we 
apply the extrapolative reasoning sketched above. And similarly, we can 
determine the two remaining "mirror image" rules r_l, 2 and rl,-2. 
We have therefore devised the minimal rule set (10). The next step is to 
use this set to determine the other rules in the complete (augmented) rule 
set (25), which are found by repetitively using the extrapolative/interpola- 
tive scheme sketched above. 
Evidently, the rules obtained by employing such an approximate proce- 
dure may usually be used as the first approximation only. Namely, if the set 
of testimonies, and hence the rule base obtained, is too sparse, then too 
many rules are "artificial," i.e. derived by extrapolative/interpolative rea-
soning. One should then try to obtain additional information from the 
experts, operator's manuals, etc., to replace some of the artificial rules by 
"real" ones, i.e. ones derived from real testimonies. 
4. REMARKS ON THE REFINING OF THE FUZZY 
CONTROLLER DERIVED 
It is quite obvious that the fuzzy controller obtained by following the 
procedure outlined in the previous ection is just a first attempt o start 
fuzzy control of a process considered in spite of (excessively) sparse 
testimonies. Then, when new knowledge and/or experience becomes avail- 
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able, one needs to start the refining process. First, one should replace the 
rules obtained by the extrapolating/interpolative reasoning with real rules 
as soon as appropriate vidence becomes available. Second, one should 
reconsider the number of standard fuzzy values assumed in advance. A
larger number is likely to be tried, to allow for a higher discrimination of
the values of state, change of state, and change of control. One should 
then attempt o redefine the triangular fuzzy numbers corresponding to
the standard fuzzy values, operations used for the aggregation of the 
obtained fuzzy values, definitions of compatibility degrees and distance 
functions, etc. This however is beyond the scope of this paper, and will be 
considered later. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In the paper we have presented a simple method for synthesizing a fuzzy 
controller in case of sparse testimonies. This may be the case in many 
nonstandard control processes when, e.g., there is no knowledge available 
(from experienced operators, process instructions, etc.) on many possible 
combinations of the input variables, and anyway the user may be willing to 
start the synthesis of a fuzzy controller. Then, the procedure outlined here 
may be used to derive from such a sparse set of testimonies a plausible 
rule set that may be viewed as a point of departure to be redefined when 
new knowledge and/or experience arrives. 
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